Studio Beta R2 is Out!

Migrate and discover models plus DevOps features like CPU profiling and Heap snapshots

Read the Studio Beta R2 announcement blog to get all the details.

New in this release of StrongLoop Studio:

- Migrate models to a datasource
- Discover models
- CPU profiling
- Heap snapshots

The previous release included the ability to:

- Create, edit and delete models
What's StrongLoop Studio?

It's a graphical UI for developing APIs in Node.js using the open source Loopback API framework. LoopBack supports a variety of databases including MongoDB, MySQL, Oracle, SQL Server and PostgreSQL. It also comes enabled with mobile-ready services like offline sync, push and geopoint. It also provides a UI for DevOps functions like CPU profiling and Heap snapshots. More features on the way!

Watch this short video with CTO Al Tsang to get a walkthrough of the new features in this release of Studio.

Node Fundamentals and API Development Training

Sign up for two days of hands-on training for $250
We're excited to announce that we partnered up with Vizuri, BestBuy, Applause and Galvanize to bring two days Node fundamentals and API development training to a city near you! Join us for both days or just one, depending on your skill level.

- Nov 6-7: **Denver, CO** at Galvanize Campus
- Nov 13-14: **Herndon, VA** at Vizuri
- Dec 3-4: **Framingham, MA** at Applause
- Dec 11-12: **Minneapolis, MN** at BestBuy

Early bird pricing of $250 for two days of Node training ends soon! Class sizes are limited so reserve your seat today!

---

**Latest Technical Blogs**

- Node.js Editor Comparison: Sublime vs Atom vs Cloud9
- Logging for Node.js with Splunk and StrongLoop Controller
- Shell Scripting with Node v0.12 Synch Child Processes
- Building Enterprise APIs with Swagger 2.0
- Best Practices for Deploying Node.js in Production

---

Looking for Node certification? Stand out from the crowd and take the StrongLoop Certified Node Developer Exam for only $199.

---

Upcoming Events

Check out StrongLoop at these Meetups & trainings in October
Oct 7  BayNode: Node School Night - Mountain View
Oct 7  Boston Node.js in the Wild Meetup - Boston
Oct 14 Triangle Node.js - Durham, NC
Oct 16 BayNode: Talk Night - Menlo Park
Oct 16 Node.js Club SF Meetup - San Francisco
Oct 17 Connect.js - Atlanta
Oct 20 Node.js Fundamentals Training - San Francisco
Oct 20 HTML5DevConf - San Francisco
Oct 27 Node.js Fundamentals Training - New York
Oct 28 SoCal Node.js Meetup - Los Angeles
Oct 29 San Diego JavaScript Meetup - San Diego

Check out the complete schedule on the StrongLoop Events Page
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